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EVALUATING
RETIREMENT STRATEGIES:
What if income tax rates go UP?
In any discussion regarding the financial issues that face the American
government, one of the default responses is finding ways to increase income tax
revenues. While some economists may postulate the counter-intuitive idea that
lower tax rates often result in higher revenues (and there is some historical
support for this perspective), the straightforward approach typically favored by
legislators is to increase tax rates and/or eliminate deductions. The year 2013
has already seen some income tax increases, and the challenge of resolving the accelerating trajectory of the federal debt makes
additional proposals for income tax increases a near certainty.
Given the increasing possibility of higher marginal tax rates, how should individuals evaluate their future participation in
qualified retirement plans? Is it better to make pre-tax 401(k) deposits today, and pay taxes on the distributions when the money is
used for retirement? Or does it make sense to use a Roth 401(k) and incur the tax cost now – even with higher tax rates – knowing
future distributions will be tax-free?
In any tax environment, answering the question of “taxing the seed or the harvest?” is a critical decision point. However, a
purely financial answer to this question hinges on unknowable future conditions: What will tax rates be at retirement? If tax rates
are static, there is no advantage to pre-tax or after-tax qualified retirement plans (See Fig. 1). This means individual savers must
either resolve the pre-tax/after-tax question by guessing their future tax rates – or by using different criteria to make their decision.

PRE-TAX or AFTER-TAX?

FIG. 1

In an apples-to-apples comparison, there’s no difference!
−
−
−

Assume a marginal income tax of 30%
Assume an annual rate of return of 5%
Start with $1,000 of earnings, to be deposited to
(A) an after-tax plan or (B) a pre-tax plan.
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$2,150.07
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$3,071.52
$3,225,10
$3,386.35

$
0.00
$2,370.45

$1,015.90
$2,370.45

Tax on Distribution:
Net Distribution:

With Plan A, $1,000 of earnings is reduced by taxes to $700 available for deposit. Over 25 years,
the accumulation grows to $2,370.45, all of which may be distributed free of additional tax.
With Plan B, the entire $1,000 is deposited to the account. After 25 years, the accumulation is
$3,386.35. However, tax must be assessed before the account holder can receive the balance. After a
30% tax, the net amount distributed is…$2,370.45.
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currently offer Roth 401(k) options alongside their regular
The Changing Landscape of Retirement Plans
401(k)s. However, more than one-fourth of those 401(k)-only
Twenty years ago, the pre-tax/after-tax discussion didn’t
companies were planning to introduce Roth 401(k) options in
exist because all qualified retirement plans were configured
the coming year. As a result of these changes, many
in pre-tax formats: Deposits, up to specified limits, were
individuals will be facing two questions:
exempt from immediate taxation, and allowed to accumulate
tax-free. At distribution (typically after age 59½), any
1. Going forward, how should I save for retirement –
withdrawals would be taxed as regular income. The logic for
pre-tax or after-tax?
pre-tax saving was simple: Because it was assumed one’s
2.
Should I convert my pre-tax savings to after-tax
retirement income would be less than when working,
status?
distributions would be taxed at a lower rate.
The grand-daddy of pre-tax retirement plans was the
It should be noted that 401(k)-to-Roth 401(k) conversions
Individual Retirement Account (IRA), authorized by
are subject to some precise terms and conditions and may
Congress in the mid-1970s. As the popularity of this format
result in significant tax consequences. But whether the
spread, it spawned other variations, including the 401(k),
question is new deposits or re-characterizing existing
which is today the prevalent employer-sponsored qualified
accounts, the issue remains the same: pay tax on the seed or
retirement plan.
the harvest?
However, the three decades since the advent of pre-tax
As was illustrated earlier, the mathematical assessment of
retirement saving have shown that the assumption of lower
the pre-tax-vs-after-tax decision is dependent on a projection
taxes in retirement may be invalid. First, tax changes in
of future tax rates. But no matter how optimistic or cynical
the 1980s “flattened” marginal tax rates; the number of tax
your view of governmental decision-making, there is no way
brackets between “high” and “medium” income levels were
to divine future tax policies and their impact. So…
reduced, making it less likely that a decrease in income at
Given the absence of any reasonable mathematical
retirement would result in a lower tax
paradigm on which to make a decision, some
rate. Second, the lifestyle patterns of
individuals may operate from a different
successful savers often meant that tax
premise: select the option that offers a higher
deductions taken during their working
level of financial certainty. Most business
years (for dependents, mortgage interest,
owners will say financial certainty – even the
etc.) were no longer available in
certainty of higher costs or lower profits –
retirement; the house was paid for, and
gives them a planning advantage. Certainty
the kids had moved out. A flatter tax
in one aspect allows others to be adjusted,
structure, and the absence of deductions,
and clarifies the steps needed to address
combined with substantial accumufuture challenges. Individual savers are no
lations, frequently results in a higher tax
different.
paid on distributions compared to the
If you select a Roth format, the current
savings on the pre-tax deposits.
tax costs, while perhaps steep, are known
Recognizing
this
higher-tax-inquantities. And so is your future tax status –
retirement scenario might discourage
distributions are tax-free. In contrast, a
retirement saving, Congress established
decision to defer the tax on a 401(k) offers
Roth IRA accounts in 1998. In the Roth
clearly-defined up-front tax savings, but
format, deposits are made with after-tax
introduces future financial uncertainty,
The assumption of lower taxes in
dollars, and, similar to IRAs, allowed to
because the cost of taxation won’t be known
retirement may be invalid.
accumulate tax-free. The big difference:
until the money is withdrawn. Who knows
distributions are free from income tax, as
what those costs will be, and how they may
long as the funds have been in the account for five years, and
affect your ability to enjoy the distributions?
the account holder is over 59½. In 2001, additional
Considering the regularity with which Congress alters the
legislation expanded the Roth format to permit employertax code, a 20- or 30-year period between deposit and
sponsored plans, beginning in 2006.
withdrawal exposes one’s pre-tax retirement account to a lot
Today, it is possible for employers to offer both pre-tax of potential tax changes. Since the money has yet to be
401(k) - and after-tax - Roth 401(k) retirement accumulation
taxed, it is easier for Congress to rationalize adjusting the
plans. Although some features are dependent on the
distribution terms for pre-tax accounts. For after-tax savers
provisions elected by the employer, employees can contribute
who have already paid the tax according to current law, it is
to both types of plans in the same year, provided total
conceivable that future legislation could revoke the tax-free
contributions don’t exceed the annual threshold ($17,500 in
status of both accumulations and withdrawals from Roth
2013). Additional changes in 2010 expanded 401(k)/Roth
accounts. But the political fall-out would undoubtedly be far
401(k) options to include conversions of existing pre-tax
greater; it would appear the government was breaking faith
401(k) balances to Roth 401(k) status by paying the tax now.
with account holders by taxing them twice.
The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 (ATRA) also
For committed savers with longer time horizons (20 years
further expanded options to convert.
or more), the financial certainty of paying tax today may be
The February 9, 2013, Wall Street Journal (“More Firms
more desirable than waiting for the tax hammer of unknown
Roll Out Roths”) reported that only half of employers
force to fall in retirement. But the challenge to choosing the
© Copyright 2013
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long-term financial certainty of a Roth account may be
affordability. If your marginal tax rate is 30%, and the goal
is to deposit $10,000 a year toward retirement, gross earnings
must be $14,285 to net a $10,000 after-tax Roth deposit. A
pre-tax saver using a 401(k) needs only $10,000 – and the
willingness to take the risk of whatever the future tax cost
will be.
Conversely, savers with high current income, limited
retirement assets, and shorter time frames may find greater
certainty in pre-tax deposits. With a shorter accumulation
period and a greater disparity between anticipated retirement
and pre-retirement income, the prospects of retiring into a
lower tax bracket increase. It may be an over-simplification,
but under-achieving savers stand to benefit most from pre-tax
plans while after-tax plans probably favor “prodigious
accumulators of wealth” (a phrase coined by William Danko
in The Millionaire Next Door).
Are there other tax-free accumulation alternatives?
The most attractive feature for both pre-tax and after-tax
retirement plans is the tax-free growth during the
accumulation period.
This allows for maximum
compounding, as gains are not diminished by annual taxes on
dividends or capital gains. However, both pre-tax and aftertax qualified retirement plans impose penalties on early
distributions (i.e., prior to age 59½), and both types of plans
are constrained by annual contribution limits. But suppose
your financial plans include objectives with shorter time
horizons, or a particularly profitable year means additional
dollars for investment. Are there other tax-free accumulation
options?
With careful planning, it is possible to construct a taxfavored accumulation program outside of a qualified
retirement plan. Many municipal debt instruments issued by
local and state governments have tax-favored benefits in
regard to interest payments. Life insurance cash values allow
for inside buildup without tax and, under specific terms, may
be withdrawn or borrowed on a tax-free basis. When shares
of stock and real estate holdings appreciate, the growth is taxfree, with a capital gains tax due only upon the sale of the
asset. These alternative products have unique benefits as well
as limitations, so expert assistance is recommended. But,
depending on your individual circumstances, non-qualified
accumulation instruments may either complement or surpass
qualified retirement plans as vehicles for tax-favored
accumulation.
Beyond the specifics of pre-tax/after-tax or qualified/nonqualified accumulation programs, higher taxes compel
consumers to stay on top of their allocation decisions. Taxes
not only diminish immediate returns, but also exact ongoing
opportunity costs. The sooner you start accumulating on a
tax-favored basis, the better.

•
•

ARE YOU PAYING TAX ON THE SEED
OR THE HARVEST?
TODAY IS THE BEST TIME TO BEGIN
(OR ACCELERATE) A TAX-FAVORED
ACCUMULATION PROGRAM.

_______________________________________________
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WHY INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY
INSURANCE is a must-have for
“Specialized Incomes”
“Risk is an arbitrary concept,
until you experience it.”
– Carl Richards, The Behavior
Gap: Simple Ways to Stop Doing
Dumb Things With Money
Most of the time, buying
insurance is a decision to pre-pay a
modest fee for something you
hope never happens: You pay a
premium hoping you’ll never have
an automobile accident, your
house will never burn down, and you will never be
incapacitated and unable to work. Given this framework for
insurance transactions, it’s understandable that finding the
lowest cost for coverage is often the predominant economic
consideration.
But there are occasions where the greater consideration
should be obtaining the best insurance protection, not the
lowest premium. This focus on insurance quality is essential
when considering disability coverage, and particularly critical
for those with “specialized incomes,” i.e., business owners,
self-employed professionals, or anyone whose income is
dependent on sales, billable hours, or some other volume-ofwork measurement (number of patients seen, inspections
completed, etc.). For this subset of income earners, having
an individually-owned disability insurance policy is the
preferred approach to income protection. While other forms
of disability insurance may provide a measure of protection,
they also leave the specialized income earner exposed to
significant risks. Consider the following issues:
An employer drops group coverage. A February 5,
2013, article in the trade publication LifeHealthPro
highlighted the decision of a major group insurance company
to raise rates for long-term disability insurance (LTD) in
2013 in response to increased claims. Guess what? Raising
premiums by 15% to 18% has ripple effects – including the
decision of some employers to cancel their group disability
plan. At a recent conference call, the company’s commercial
markets president acknowledged, “We did not renew our
largest account, effective January 1, after being unable to
agree to terms.”
Imagine your disability insurance was provided by this
group insurance plan. You now face two unpleasant
scenarios: higher premiums for the same benefits, or no
coverage at all. One of the frequently-stated drawbacks of
group insurance is the lack of portability, i.e., you can’t take
it with you when you change employers. But group coverage
isn’t permanent either. And both the employer and insurance
company have unilateral authority to keep – or drop – the
coverage.
Less-than-comprehensive coverage. It’s not just
the loss of personal control that makes group disability
coverage problematic for specialized incomes. Group plans
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are less likely to offer favorable own-occupation definitions
and residual benefits, features that can make a big difference
in helping those with unique income arrangements weather
the economic turbulence of a disability. While it may be
possible to cobble together a disability insurance program
that relies on a combination of Social Security Disability
Insurance (SSDI) and group coverage, the consequences of
buying disability protection “on the cheap” can be significant
if a debilitating incident occurs.
WhiteCoatInvestor.com is a website started by an
emergency physician to provide a forum for medical
professionals to discuss various financial issues. Deciding
what type of disability insurance to buy is a frequent and
ongoing topic. In a December 26, 2012 post, a young ER
doctor explained his decision to buy a modest amount of
individual disability coverage, and supplement it with a
group plan. In the 20 comments that followed his post, the
overwhelming advice from other doctors: you shouldn’t rely
on group coverage. Here are two posts offering personal
experiences:

If you have a specialized income, the following is a short
list of essential features that should be a part of any quality
individual disability insurance discussion.
• Non-cancellable, guaranteed renewable
• Own-occupation definition
• Cost-of-living adjustments
• Residual and Partial Benefits
• Recovery Benefits
• Proportionate Benefits
• No limitations on Mental & Nervous disorders
The specifics will vary depending on the policy, and the
devil is in the details, so be prepared for an in-depth
evaluation. But taking the time to obtain quality disability
coverage today offers you the prospect of much greater peace
of mind for the rest of your working years.
______________________________________

On December 26, 2012, at 1:25 am, Hamilton Lempert said:
I disagree with your comment that this will be
your only job. I too am an ER Doc and was
employed by a stable group that had been around
for 28 years. I had been with the group for 16 years
when suddenly and without warning our group was
forced to split into 2. We parted amicably, but my
smaller group ended up joining a larger regional
group. A good group, but a different group with
very different benefits. Don’t skimp on your
individual disability insurance, assuming that your
company can and will provide group insurance
forever.

On December 27, 2012, at 11:58 am, Dino said:
You can rationalize all you want, but why not
protect as much of your income as you can? It’s
nice to think you don’t need all your income, but as
my husband and I have found since his permanent
disability 8 years ago, we really wish we had
purchased an individual policy instead of having to
rely on his group policy and SSDI- because all the
associated costs of a disability are EXTRA and
don’t fall under income replacement… like paying
for a caregiver or medical equipment/medicine not
covered by insurance. He was highly compensated
and young (mid-40s) and cannot work again- with
group and SSDI we’ve lost over half his income, his
bonus, cost of living increases AND contributions to
his 401K. Now tell me again why you shouldn’t
protect as much of your income as you can?

© Copyright 2013

NECESSITY ENTREPRENEURS
If you knew you might be starting a business
after age 45, how would it affect your saving
and retirement planning decisions?

To read the headline-grabbing business success stories,
you might conclude that entrepreneurial activity in the United
States is spearheaded by under-30 technology geeks founding
social media companies. But the truth about business
formation is a bit different than popular media narratives.
Research consistently shows the highest rate of
entrepreneurship activity in the United States is found
among those over 45. And this is not a new development.
“Even before the Great Recession, older entrepreneurs led
the way in new business formations,” writes Phillip Moeller
in an August 28, 2012, usnews.com article. A 2009 report
from the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation found that
“Over the past decade or so, the highest rate of
entrepreneurship activity belongs to the 55-64 age group,”
and subsequent updates from the foundation have confirmed
this condition.
The Kauffman Foundation maintains an “Entrepreneurial
Activity Index” that estimates the number of new businesses
started each month, and provides matching demographic
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data. The Index divides the new business owners into four
age bands: 25-34, 35-44, 45-54 and 55-64. Although the
numbers have varied slightly for the last three years, the
majority of new businesses come from the two oldest cohorts
(45-54 and 55-64). And not only do older people start more
businesses, they are more likely to succeed. Although only
half of new businesses are still operational after five years,
older entrepreneurs are more likely to be among the
survivors.
Observers point to three factors as drivers for increased
entrepreneurial activity after age 45.
1. Longevity. As lifespans have increased, many
individuals find they are still healthy and capable, and want
to continue working. In what were once considered
“retirement years,” these individuals are fashioning second
careers, both for personal fulfillment and economic profit.
2. Economic necessity. During the recent recession,
the loss of a job spurred many people to start new businesses.
This has been particularly true for older people, who tended
to have a harder time finding new employment, but were
more likely to have the financial resources to consider a startup venture.
3. Experience. Even as companies attempt to replace
older, highly-compensated employees with younger workers
at lower salaries, there remains a high demand for industryspecific knowledge and experience. For older individuals,
this may create opportunities for work as an independent
consultant for one or more employers in the marketplace.

And either way, statistics say more than half of new
entrepreneurs will be out of business in five years.
Opportunities? Yes. Challenges? Most definitely.
This information should prompt employees (especially
those over 45), to consider how a “necessary” period of
entrepreneurship might impact their financial well-being.
How would it affect your…
Retirement Plan?
Insurance Benefits?
Credit Score?
Current Lifestyle?
In this unsettled economic climate, committing all of
one’s long-term savings to an employer’s qualified plan and
obtaining life and disability insurance through the company’s
group policies may not be the wisest choices. Better to find
ways to integrate personally-owned assets and benefits with
employer offerings. Being prepared for a necessary period of
entrepreneurship offers the best opportunity to profit from it.
COULD YOU THRIVE (OR AT LEAST SURVIVE)
AS A NECESSARY ENTREPRENEUR?
• IF NOT, AN ADJUSTMENT TO YOUR SAVING
AND RETIREMENT STRATEGIES MIGHT BE
BENEFICIAL
______________________________________________

•

In light of these factors, the 2009 Kauffman report
concluded, “The United States might be on the cusp of an
entrepreneurship boom – not in spite of an aging population
but because of it.”
The Reality of the Older Entrepreneur
The phrase “entrepreneurship boom” sounds optimistic,
as if a vast array of economic opportunities awaits these
intrepid new business owners. But the real “boom” driving
older workers to start new businesses is more likely the Baby
Boom.
Look again at the three drivers for entrepreneurial
activity. As a generalization, Boomers have under-saved and
are ill-prepared for retirement. Compelled to keep working,
and being healthy enough to do so, Boomers aren’t making
way for the next generation. In fact, competition for “mature
employment” is increasing. Combined with a lagging
economy, it can be tough on workers over 45 to maintain an
upward career path. In addition, increasing benefit costs
(caused in part by the aging Boomer demographic) may lead
many employers to see a financial advantage in keeping fulltime employment depressed while engaging more highlyskilled contract and part-time workers. There’s no hard data
to support it, but older workers may not be pursuing
entrepreneurship, but rather are being forced into it.
For some, starting a new business may open a wonderful
chapter of success and prosperity in the story of their
working life. For others, starting a business or changing to
self-employment is the only alternative to unemployment.

© Copyright 2013

WHY YOUR DECISION
TO BUY LIFE INSURANCE
MATTERS TO YOUR NEIGHBOR
In 1995, Ian Hodge, an Australian business consultant
with several decades of experience in the financial services
industry, authored Making Sense of Your Dollars (Ross
House, 1995). Described as a book on “wealth strategy”
covering a range of financial topics, Hodge provided an
interesting perspective on the decision to buy life
insurance.
Hodge began with two simple premises:
− First, insurance is a method whereby a group of
people join together to share the risks that are
involved in a particular activity.
− Second, risk is an inescapable part of life.
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Given the reality of these two statements, “The only question available to us is where we wish to locate the risk
and how we wish to ameliorate difficulties that occur.” To answer this question, Hodge recommends consulting with an
unusual list of concerned parties:
If a man refuses to buy life insurance on himself, he has nominated his wife, children,
If a man refuses to buy life insurance on himself, he has nominated his wife, children,
family, church members, or taxpayers to bail out the family should he die early (assuming he’s
family, church members, or taxpayers to bail out the family should he die early (assuming
not rich enough to bear the cost from his estate).
he’s not rich enough to bear the cost from his estate).
Should a man refuse to buy life insurance, it seems fair that he should do so only after
Should a man refuse to buy life insurance, it seems fair that he should do so only after
consulting his wife and children and perhaps other family members, to make sure they are
consulting his wife and children and perhaps other family members, to make sure they are
able and willing to bear the cost. If he’s a member of a church he should be willing to discuss
able and willing to bear the cost. If he’s a member of a church he should be willing to discuss
this matter with the deacons and elders to make sure the church is willing to bear the financial
this matter with the deacons and elders to make sure the church is willing to bear the
burden. If he expects his wife to live off government welfare, he should consult with all other
financial burden. If he expects his wife to live off government welfare, he should consult with
taxpayers (i.e., his neighbors) to ascertain if they are willing to bear the risk. If anyone refuses
all other taxpayers (i.e., his neighbors) to ascertain if they are willing to bear the risk. If
to contribute to his welfare at this point, the man has a moral problem to overcome: should he
anyone refuses to contribute to his welfare at this point, the man has a moral problem to
force others to bear the risk when they do not wish to take on the burden and, perhaps, cannot
overcome: should he force others to bear the risk when they do not wish to take on the
afford the liability?
burden and, perhaps, cannot afford the liability?
Only an insurance policy that people can purchase voluntarily overcomes the coercive
Only an insurance policy that people can purchase voluntarily overcomes the coercive
alternative. Through the insurance company all those who voluntarily pay premiums are
alternative. Through the insurance company all those who voluntarily pay premiums are
declaring: “Yes, I’m willing to finance the burden of your loss.”
declaring: “Yes, I’m willing to finance the burden of your loss.”
As Hodge says, the risks in life are inescapable. But the decisions on how to best insure against those risks affect a lot more
people than one might first consider. In no small way, people who voluntarily obtain life insurance not only protect their families
but also strengthen their communities.

In no small way, people who voluntarily obtain
life insurance not only protect their families but
also strengthen their communities.
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